We discuss an optimum range in grating duty cycle for the gain-coupted (GC) distributedfeedback (DFB) semiconductor laser of absorptive grating type. The minimum threshold gain achievable within the optimum range is found to be almost independent of the order of the grating. According 
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i I:: rn'(*, z)e-i2nez/^d,2, (3) no6ra(r, z) ^-nn, T"-znrtzft\4r. Fig.2(a) , which causes the decrease in g6L in Fig.Z(b) . However, as.L increases at the same time as shown in Fig.2(b was for-med on the photo-resist film spin-coated on the epitaxial wafer by holographic exposure and over develtpment. To accomplish TE-mode oscillationlO), the depth of the grating grooves was controlled to ,.-'0.t2im by using-wet cEeirical etching. During the sei6nd st.ep epitaxy, p-Gas.75Als.25As waveguiding, p-Gas.55Als.a5As cladding, ald p+-GaAs contatt layeri were grown. A scanniqg g.l.eclron micrograph .it tn" cross"section is shown in Fig.S , where we 6bserve the absorptive grating with a duty factor being .-0.15. The wafer was made into a ti4g" wayeguideltructure. Then it was cleaved into 200pm long devices whose both facets were left as-cleaved.
Under CW operation at room temperature, the lasers exhibited ihreshold current of 20mA and total external efficiency of 0.5mW l^A.The typical spectrum below threshold is shown in Fig.4 (a) . The stop- 
